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Two main methods are used to quantify macroscopically the degree of emphysema: panel grading established by Thurlbeck and coworkers,1 and point counting initially developed by Dunnill.2 The panel grading method is based on the comparison of a paper mounted sagittal section against a set of standards.' This method is quick but scoring is intuitive and does not provide an estimate of the extent of emphysema. Moreover, this technique does not permit combined grading of several sections from the same lung specimen, although it has been shown that an adequate assessment of emphysema cannot be made from a single lung slice. 3 On the other hand, point counting is truly quantitative and can be performed on several sections obtained throughout a lung specimen.SA Depending on the proportion of emphysema involving the sample, Turner and Whimster have shown that a minimum number of points has to be counted in order to reach a predetermined standard error. This number may be so high that counting would have to be made several times on all the slices obtained from a lung specimen.3 Clin Pathol 1995; 48:318-322 We propose an image analysis based technique for measuring the surface area of lung occupied by emphysema on paper mounted lung sections. We have compared this new technique with point counting as well as with the panel grading method. The repeatability of the image analysis technique and of the panel method was also compared.
Methods

LUNG SLICES
The pathological material used in this study was made of horizontal lung slices prepared according to a modified Gough-Wentworth technique.6 They originated from 69 surgical specimens (62 resections for peripheral cancer and seven from transplantation) collected between October 1991 and September 1992. All the selected specimens, free of pneumonia or atelectasis, were prepared following the same procedure. The segmental bronchi were cannulated and 10% buffered formalin was poured through a perfusion set from a bottle at a height of20 to 30 cm above the lung level for 48 hours. After fixation, each specimen was horizontally sectioned from apex to base into 1-5 cm thick slices, and one paper mounted lung section was obtained from each slice. The mean number of sections per specimen was 11, ranging from five to 23 (see table 1 for details). For the purpose of the present study, one slice per specimen was randomly selected; 62 of the selected slices involved a single lobe and seven involved two lobes.
IMAGE ANALYSIS
Each slice was submitted twice to a SAMBA (TITN-Alcatel, Grenoble, France) image analysis system. The lung sections were examined by transparency with a 0-5 inch CCD matrix video camera, the objective of which had a 25mm focal distance. The distance between Left lower lobectomy 5 8-14 Image analysis ofpulmonary emphysema the front lens of the objective and the sample was 31 cm. Lung sections were divided into Point counting (%) Figure 1 fig 3A expressed on 4 ) and the intrapatient correlation coefficient of the four readers, contrasting with the best show significant interobserver discrepancies. repeatability of one of them. In addition, the Despite significant correlations between results intrapatient correlation coefficient assessing the from the image analysis and from panel grading, interobserver reproducibility of the panel grad-these discrepancies reveal major limitations of ing method was 0-81, with a 90% confidence the grading method and suggest that analysing interval ranging from 0 75 to 0-86. As this gathered data obtained by different observers interval did not include 1, a perfect correlation as well as by the same observer on different is not plausible, consistent with the data ob-occasions could be unreliable. In addition, the tained by the four readers and by image analysis comparison between image analysis and panel plotted in fig 4. grading scores reveals that the latter, ranging from 0 to 100, are not proportional (figs 2 and 3A). This is not related to a lack of detection Discussion of the subtle differences between the lowest Until now, the point counting method de-grades, as shown by the plot of results on a scribed by Dunnill' with its adaptation pro-semilogarithmic scale ( fig 3B) . posed by Turner and Whimster3 was the only
Since new programs, available on computed available quantitative method expressing the tomography (CT) scanners, provide data esproportion of lung macroscopically involved by tablished in vivo on a set of scans,"' 2 pathemphysema. Computerised techniques have ological quantitative data, obtained in order been developed for microscopic measurements, to validate these CT procedures, should also and we propose the adaptation of such a tech-be based on a set of lung sections. The area of nique for macroscopic quantification. Our emphysema, expressed as a percentage, should study shows that the results of image analysis be calculated on sections obtained through an are similar to those of point counting. One entire lobe or lung and compared to quant- itative CT data, also expressed as a percentage area. In addition, it has been shown that an adequate assessment of emphysema cannot be made from a single lung slice. 3 Providing valid results, the image analysis method has the advantages of being quick, precise, and highly reproducible, and it permits the combination of data from several representative sections obtained throughout a lung specimen.
